The determination of optimum operating values for about 50 parameters needed to obtain an optimized external beam in a modern sector-focused cyclotron is a common problem in the various laboratories operating these accelerators.
Many settings can be calculated in advance, using measurements of magnetic and electric fields, and orbit calculations. Those remaining are adjusted during operation to optimize beam intensity and quality. Eventually almost all of the parameters are "tuned" by operators and cyclotron development groups. The result is a set of best operating parameters for each beam. The questions we wish to discuss in this article are how the sets of parameters are obtained and how they can be treated systematically and extended from existing optimized beams to new beams.
In formulating control settings there are several systems in use in various laboratories. Scaling of central region parameters for several systems is discussed in ref. 1 . In the constant orbit pattern system, developed extensively at Michigan State University, the number of turns is kept constant over a wide range of energy and particles by letting the dee voltage be proportional to particle energy/charge. The constant orbit pattern means the ion source and the puller electrode (attached to the dee) can be fixed in position. This system eliminates the usual backlash and reproducibility problems in the center region, and simplifies tuning. However, for ions he~vier than a particles, which are usually accelerated only partially stripped of electrons, the charge exchange loss during acceleration requires maximum dee voltage for maximum intensity beams. Thus at the 88-Inch Cyclotron we operate at full dee voltage for heavy ions and find that the optimum settings include a number of center region settings and turn patterns. About 65-70% of the beam time is currently devoted to heavy ion beams. for the acceleration of a beam of specified energy/nucleon and charge-to-mass (q/m) ratios. A typical set is shown in Table I The original assumption was that the trim coils' effects were those existing in the final approximately isochronous field. However, using trim coil currents calculated from this assumption it was difficult to accelerate high magnetic field beams to full radius, and large discrepancies were found between calculated and measured beam phase history during acceleration. Then a parameter was added to the CYDE code to select any desired level between that of the main coil only, and that of the final field with all trim coils on. There are a number of useful scaling laws which help in systematizing the control settings and extending them to new beams.
For a particle of mass m and charge q moving in a circle of radius r with velocity v in a plane perpendicular to a magnetic field B, we can set the inward magnetic force equal to the mass times the acceleration (MKS units) :
2 qvB = mv /r or mv = Bqr.
From eq. (1) we can obtain the particle revolution frequency:
p energy E is, using
where Rf is extraction radius, E(r) is energy as a function of radius and E is energy at radius Rf. The energy constant K is usually defined with B at maximum value and describes the energy capability of the cyclotron. It is the energy of the a particles or protons at maximum B.
In a cyclotron, harmonic modes of acceleration can be used in which
the radiofrequency system operates at a frequency which is a multiple h, the harmonic, times the particle frequency:
Combining eqs. (2) and (4) we get: Another problem in tuning which sometimes arises is also illustrated by eq. beam Ne on h = 3. They were identified by a total energy measurement, since E « q 2 in this case from eq. 3, and the energies have the ratio (3/5) 2 .
The center region settings depend upon the number of turns. Neglecting transit time and gap-crossing resonance effects, and assuming in-phase acceleration, the radius of the source and puller, for centered beam, is proportional to the radius of the first turn:
(It can be shown, for example, that r = 0.75 r for a single dee cyclotron.)
The number of turns is:
for a single dee cyclotron with dee voltage v 0 , and acceleration on the peak of v 0
. Combining eqs. (3), (6), (7) and using qV 0 as the energy gain on the first gap crossing, we have:
So for a constant turn number mode of operation the source and puller are left in fixed position as mentioned earlier. It is then seen from eq. (7) E/q.
In the 88-Inch Cyclotron v 0 is run near maximum for heavy ions to reduce charge exchange losses, so we have a constant dee voltage mode of (8) operation. N and r vary with particle and energy. s It is useful to find the condition for beams with €he s~e number of turns at constant v 0 . This is found from eq. (7) as :
These beams have the same center region from eq. (8) where Bf is the azimuthally averaged magnetic field at extraction radius. for the deflector is relation (13), Thus the deflector has the sa,me settings for all beams along lines specified by eqs. (9) or (11) . These are the same lines we just determined for N = canst. Relation (13) is very useful for scaling deflector voltage with E/q for new beams.
It is use~ul to plot the operating beams on a log-log graph o~ B vs f The phase error can be specified by a value at extraction radius (Rf), df = sin~b (r = Rf) and by an extremum value at smaller radius (Re) , de = sin ~b (r = Re) • The convention for phase used here is that the energy gained by a particle in crossing the accelerating gap is giv~n by ~E = qv 0 cos ~
We have assumed here that the model solution has sin ~ ~ 0 for all radii.
For q/m stretching at fixed magnetic field it can be shown (ref. 11) that the phase errors are given by the following formula:
where 
We have chosen a minimum number of model beams such that any new beam we wish to run will be within the limit set by eq. (15) for at least one model solution.
The above discussion applies to stretching at fixed magnetic field B where the lack of isochronism is caused by relativistic effects and can be 
where EO is the model energy, E 1 is the limiting energy to which the solution will stretch, and v 0 is the dee voltage for the stretched beam.
In the regions of the resonance chart where saturation effects lead to appreciable field profile variations with changing field level, eq. (16) is not applicable, For these cases sets of CYDE runs were made at several energies near model energies (E 0 ) to determine limits CE 1 ) for which phase errors corresponding to de=± .5, df = 0 were reached. In addition the program CYDE has been used to confirm the stretching limits obtained from eqs. (15) and (16) A future project will be to store the data in a computer and have parameters for any beam available on demand. Another useful development will be a computerized smooth interpolation of all the parameters to give the optimum settings for each particle and energy. In this case the trim coil setting can either be interpolated or recalculated for each case.
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